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Primera Engineers Acquires Corey Electrical Engineering 
 
Natick, MA (June 5, 2024) – Engineering design and consulting firm Primera Engineers 
(Primera) acquired Corey Electrical Engineering (Corey), an electrical engineering 
and consulting services firm serving commercial, institutional, industrial, 
governmental, and transportation clients.  
 
With a strong presence in the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic regions, the addition of 
Corey’s team extends Primera’s reach into the western United States. 
 
The strategic move marks a significant milestone and reinforces Primera’s 
commitment to growth. The acquisition of Corey represents the union of two dynamic 
woman-owned firms. Both Primera and Corey share core values centered around 
people, collaboration, and client-focused solutions.  
 
“We are thrilled to welcome the talented team from Corey to our Buildings division,” 
explains Erin Inman, President & CEO of Primera. “Our shared commitment to client 
satisfaction makes this partnership a natural fit. Together, I’m confident we will create 
lasting impact.” 
 
“Joining forces with Primera is an exciting new chapter for Corey,” explains former 
Corey President & Owner Anne Stilson-Cope. “The most important factor for me was 
finding a partner that would continue to care for our people, and we found that in 
Primera. This creates wonderful opportunities for Corey employees and clients alike.” 
 
Morrissey Goodale, a specialized management consulting and research firm 
exclusively serving the architecture, engineering, and environmental consulting 
industries, advised Primera in the transaction.   
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About Morrissey Goodale:  
 
Morrissey Goodale has helped hundreds of clients transform and grow their 
architecture, engineering, and environmental consulting companies into high-level 
performers through strategic business planning, mergers and acquisition advisory, 
valuation and ownership transition, market research, marketing and business 
development, leadership training and development, Lean Operation Strategies, 
organizational development and management, virtual reality solutions, and executive 
search. Morrissey Goodale’s team of M&A consultants assist throughout the M&A 
process, from preparing firms for a transaction to a successful integration.  
 
Morrissey Goodale’s extensive network of relationships with AE industry decision-
makers around the globe uniquely qualifies the firm to identify the right buyers or 
sellers and guide AE firms through the complex merger or acquisition process, from 
conception to close. 
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